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series are:..Red Hat on its road to cloud transformation Red Hat is
transforming its cloud strategy around technologies such as OpenStack,
cloud-native applications and containers. The company's in-house cloud
computing solutions, dubbed “Red Hat Cloud Infrastructure” or “RHCI”,
are released under the open source Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)
open source project. Red Hat said that it has renewed its commitment
to cloud computing, in the form of launching Red Hat Cloud
Infrastructure (RHCI), with new market initiatives in cloud-native
applications and OpenShift. It wants to be a “project-agnostic” cloud
platform provider, through emerging technologies such as containers.
Moving to OpenStack is part of the company’s cloud transformation. Red
Hat Cloud Infrastructure (RHCI) is the first Red Hat commercial offering
to leverage the company's relationship with the OpenStack community.
RHCI is built on top of the OpenStack Foundation's (OSF's) OpenStack
distribution. Red Hat said that the latest version of RHCI will be available
as of mid-April. “The transition to a cloud-first culture has generated
significant demand for pre-configured, enterprise ready solutions,” said
Alejandro Martinez, product and solutions management director, Red
Hat cloud infrastructure and Red Hat
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LSF 1250 : 1) LSF 1250Â .Q: Adding a new column to a dataframe based
on a condition in other column I'm looking for a way to add a new
column to a dataframe based on a condition in a column. I can do
something like this: df[df['column_a'] == 'a'].copy(['column_b']) I also
know how to use np.where to handle a condition based on multiple
columns, but this is a different scenario. I'm looking to add a column
based on a simple comparison to another column, and the result should
be applied to every row in the dataframe. df['column_b'] =
np.where((df['column_a'] == 'a'), df['column_b'] + df['column_c'],
df['column_d']) This doesn't produce the desired result, because it
applies the condition only to the first row and then the second row gets
overwritten. What is a good way to do this? The result should be a new
column with the value calculated from df['column_b'] + df['column_c'].
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